VISUAL T PRO OUTDOOR
Floor standing LCD advertising display
Outdoor Waterproof - Floor standing LCD advertising display
High definition picture perfect quality
High fidelity quality sound
High brightness sun readable screen
Commercial designed for 24/7 operation
Intelligent temperature control system
Easy 178 degrees viewing angles
Waterproof standard IP65
9mm PVB laminated glass
CHARACTERISTICS
Easy upgradable options available;
Android, Windows and network

Equipped with 3D Noise Reduction Technology

Our intelligent temperature control
system will regulate and
protect the equipment. Keeping the unit
performance at peak level

Our full metal shielding structure will prevent any
exterior electromagnetic interference

High brightness and contrast ratios are the
key in delivering great
visible advertising

Out units are equipped with high quality digital
audio outputs

By using the visual extension technology
(S-PVA) it will give
an easy 178 degrees viewing angle. No
deformed pictures and no color distortion,
perfect viewing

With a fast 5ms response time, blur, ghosting and
distortion will be eliminated, giving way to a perfect
dynamic picture
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TECHNICAL SHEET
HARDWARE
SURFACE

ANDROID SPECIFICATION
Metal + tempered glass

CPU

Android A83T, Octa-Core, cortex A7,
2.0Ghz

UNIQUE FAN

When the external environment is high, MEMORY

SYSTEM

the refrigeration system is activated

2 GB

automatically.
When the external environment is low,
the
heating system is started
automatically.
METAL BRACKET

Yes

STORAGE PORT

USB, SD card, SATA port hard disk
storage

POWER PROTECTION

Yes

OS

Android 4.4.4

WiFi

Yes, inbuild WiFi (802,11 b/g/n);

SYSTEM

3G/GPS; Bluetooth (optional)
OTHER PORTS

USB x 2, SD x 1, RJ45 x 1, HDMI out x 1,
Audio out x 1

SPEAKER

inbuild 2 speakers (10W/pc)

ENVIRONMENT
OPERATION TEMPERATURE

-30° +50°C (no condensation)

OPERATION HUMIDITY

5% - 90% (no condensation)

TOP FEATURE
55" (16:9) LCD

Outdoor special highlight LCD screen.
LED direct type backlight, brightness 2000cd/m2, sun readable.
Screen resolution HD 1920x1080, viewing angle 89/89/89/89.
Automatic sensor, according to the ambient light it adjusts the screen brightness.

MODELS
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932AD110300L33
VISUAL T PRO MULTIM. TOTEM 49"
OUTDOOR
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